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ABSTRACT 
 
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers holds regional student design competitions each 
year with both a reoccurring RC Baja competition with a new challenge course each year. This 
project covers the design and manufacturing of components for a radio controlled car to race in 
the annual ASME RC Baja competition. For this project the car was broken down into its 
component subsystems and divided between two partners. It was then determined which 
components of each respective subsystem could be purchased and which required design and 
manufacture within the rules set forth in the ASME Baja competition rule book. All of the parts, 
both to be purchased and to be manufactured, were first drawn in SolidWorks to check alignment 
and for ease of FE analysis before manufacturing began. Parts and systems that were designed 
include: chassis of the car, differential and gear train, steering system, and the suspension 
system. Diverse manufacturing methods were used including waterjet cutting, 3d-printing, and 
the use of manual mills and lathes which in the future will be converted to CNC operations for 
ease of manufacturing. Both hands on and computer testing thus far has shown that the car will 
be successful in completing the tasks that are required of it at the RC Baja competition. To 
conclude, after the design and manufacturing of this car was completed a functional vehicle that 
starts, stops, and turns without issue was successfully created and functional testing will be 
completed at the competition. 
 
  
INTRODUCTION 
 
Function Statement 
 
The problem that needs to be addressed is that there is currently no whole or complete 
R/C Baja car to compete in ASME competitions and a complete car needs to be designed and 
built before competition in Moscow, Idaho at the University of Idaho on April 11th, 2015. This 
project will be split between my partner and I, the portions of the car this report is focused on are 
Suspension and Steering.  
 
Scope of Effort 
 
The scope of this project is the design of suspension and steering for a 1/10th scale RC 
Baja car that will comply with all ASME R/C Baja rules and perform well in competition and 
general play. The rest of the car will be designed by my partner and finally assembly will be 
done by both of us. 
 
Engineering Merit 
 
 This car will be similarly styled to an R/C stadium truck by the fact that the track 
conditions that they are designed to run on are similar to the ones this car will run on at a 
competition. The vehicle being used as a benchmark for this car is a 1/10th scale Exceed RC 
crawler [1]. This crawler is the only off road oriented RC car that is available for testing through 
school. 
 
 
The desired functions of the suspension and steering are as follows: 
1. Articulate fully without any parts binding 
2. Steer smoothly without any unpredictable movements 
 
 
The desired requirements for the suspension and steering are: 
1. Comply with all ASME R/C Baja Vehicle Requirements as per section 4.0 of the 
ASME R/C Baja Rule Book [2] 
2. Transmit power from a 6.5 turn brushless motor to the ground [3] 
3. Be fastened together with easily sourced fasteners (ex. #6, #8, and #10) 
4. Weigh less than 2 pounds per suspension assembly 
5. Always have zero or negative camber through all suspension travel 
6. Source 20% of the steering parts off the shelf 
7. Design for 50% parts interchangeability  to allow for smaller spare parts stock 
  
Success Criteria 
 
To be successful in testing and competition the car will need to meet the following desired 
criteria’s: 
1. Perform a U turn from a stop in under 42” 
2. Be able to travel up wet plywood at a 25 degree slope without stopping, over the wide 
side of a 2x4 without becoming stuck, and drive on a 35 degree tilted piece of 
plywood.  
3. Be capable of  traveling at least 10 mph in a straight line without veering 
unpredictably or wandering more than 6” left or right over a 25 foot straightaway 
4. Able to be dropped from 2 feet onto flat ground with wheels facing down without 
breaking any parts and still able to drive away 
 
 Success depends largely on the ASME R/C Baja competition and placing in at least the 
top 50% of competitors, break no parts at competition, as well as being a viable for production at 
a later date with minimal modifications if desired.  
 
DESIGN 
 
Proposed Solution for Suspension 
 
 For the suspension two design types are possible for this car, the first being a twin A-arm 
setup and the second design being a lower A-arm with upper control arm design. These types 
were chosen for their ease of design as well as ruggedness. These two types of suspension 
systems are also the most commonly found on modern RC cars so it is a good benchmark for our 
design. [4] 
 
Benefits and Drawbacks of the twin A-arm are: 
  
Benefits Drawbacks 
Extremely rigid Heavier 
Most mounting points so more 
load distribution 
Non Adjustable 
Top and bottom arm are identical 
so less parts to design. 
Bulky 
 
Pros and Cons of upper control arm and lower A-arm are: 
 
Benefits Drawbacks 
Adjustable if upper arm is 
threaded 
Needs beefier A-arm 
Lighter than other option Not as strong 
Fits in larger package More non identical parts 
Proposed Solution for Steering 
 
 For the steering design there are three options, front steer, rear steer, or combined steer: 
Front steer is easily controlled but lacks the extremely tight maneuvering capabilities. Rear steer 
can maneuver tightly but is more difficult to handle at speed, e.g. forklift traveling more than ~8 
mph, due to polar moment steering characteristics. Lastly there is combined steer which is easy 
to control when properly designed and makes the car more maneuverable at up to medium 
speeds but adds another level of complexity to design as well as another critical system, which if  
fails will make the car extremely hard to drive or worse un-drivable depending on how it breaks. 
 
Description of Suspension System 
 
 The suspension is a mechanical system on this car to absorb bumps and keep as much 
power going to the ground as possible by letting each wheel dip into and out of holes so that the 
wheel will has the most traction possible. As well, the shock absorbers, though small, help 
control the compression and rebound of the suspension system so the system doesn’t resonate 
and lose traction. 
 
Description of Steering System 
 
 The steering on this car will steer the car from one point to another via a spindle 
connecting the chassis to each steered wheel and pivots around an axis perpendicular to the 
ground. This makes so that the car can be controlled and be driven somewhere other than a 
straight line. This will be a big help in competition since it’s not just a drag race. 
 
Chosen Solution for Suspension 
 
The suspension system on this car will be a hybrid of a twin A-arm and lower A-arm 
upper control arm setup. The down side of this design is the suspension geometry cannot be 
changed without making new parts but is a stronger more ridged setup due to no adjustments. 
The initial design of a double A-arm type suspension was decided against since the shocks would 
interfere with the top A-arm. The only way to make the shock not interfere with that design was 
to either space the shock out from the A-arm making it easier to break the shock pin do to a 
larger torque on the pin or to design a cantilever suspension setup which is impractical for this 
kind of car as well as adding more parts and cost to the car. See Figure B6 for a rendering of this 
design. 
 
 
Chosen Solution for Steering 
 
For steering, the design will work such that both wheels turn about their steering axis 
such that they follow Ackermann’s steering geometry. The car will then be able to turn as tight 
as possible and pass succeed at performing a U turn in the desired area. See Appendix A for 
sketches of this geometry. It is important for the steering knuckles to be strong enough to take 
repetitive abuse but still function properly so analysis will be done on the mounting screws for 
the front knuckle as well as the knuckle itself. 
 
Chosen Solutions for the Complete Car 
 
A critical part of the design is what off the shelf parts will be used and what parts will be 
designed and manufactured in house. This is a preliminary list of parts and where they will be 
sourced from: (Underlined items are specific to this project) 
 
Part to be purchased from various sources includes: 
 -Motor (Amazon.com), speed control 
 -Gears 
 
Parts to be reused from previous year’s cars and spare parts: 
 -Axle Shafts 
 -Steering Linkage 
 -Steering Servo 
 -Spring/Shock assemblies 
 -Tires and Wheels 
 
Parts that will be deigned and made in house: 
 -Gear Train 
 -Differential and housing 
 -Chassis 
 -Front and rear knuckles  
 -A-arms  
 -Control Arms  
 
  
Benchmark 
 
 The benchmark for this car will be an entry level off road RC car designed primarily for 
rock crawling. It is not the most optimal benchmark, but it is what’s available for use and is a 
competent off road vehicle. The benchmark is also a low cost entry level option which is the 
market the car being designs is aimed at.  
 
 The car being designed is a better solution to what is currently on the market due to its 
mostly aluminum construction that is both stronger and stiffer than the off the shelf off road RC 
cars which are primarily made of plastic. Being made of aluminum also makes the chances of 
this car breaking during an impact or rough play much smaller. 
 
Approach to Analysis for Suspension 
 
Addressing issues from the 2013 and 2014 cars like the breaking of upper shock 
mounting bolts in rollovers, extra care will be made to make sure that the shock mounting bolts 
are large enough to no break in shear. As well, provisions will be added such that a Lexan body 
can be fitted for extra protection of parts. Analysis will be done using the shear flow equation, 
q=VQ/I. [5] Extra attention will be paid to the shocks to make sure they are secured with 
properly sized fasteners on the shock tower and the lower A-arm. Shock mounting was initially 
designed so that they could be mounted inboards but this proved to be a very complicated task 
due to part fitment, therefore mounted in the less desirable outboard position. 
 
The second piece of analysis will be making sure that mounting bolts as well as the 
mounts for the wishbone are strong enough to not break off when a tire is hit. For this, a 
combination of summing moments, the shear force equation V/A, and summing forces will be 
used to design for a chosen fastener. Strength of materials will be needed to determine if the bolt 
will be strong enough to sustain the force. FEA through Solidworks will be a major factor in the 
analysis of an A-arm since it is hard to design to on paper. As well, it shows areas with high 
stress concentrations.  
 
Assembly of Suspension 
 
 Assembly of the car will be from the ground up essentially. First the drivetrain will be 
fastened to the finalized chassis base then the suspension will be attached to the differential 
housings. Axle shafts then knuckles will be added and wheels after that. The car at this point is 
completely assembled minus a Lexan body shell. [4] 
 
ANALYSIS 
 
Analysis of Suspension 
 
The #6 machine screw mounting the shock to the lower A-arm will have sufficient 
strength to withstand a 3 foot drop and not shear assuming the car weighs 15 lbs and no force is 
absorbed by either the tire or the shocks, which is not realistic but shows the fastener is strong 
enough. The calculated value of 14.8 ksi in shear gives a safety factor of 2.7 which is more than 
plenty for the task of a shock bolt and leaves room for error and abuse. [6] 
 
 On both the upper control arm (Figure AA) and lower A-arm (Figure AB) it is assumed 
that the load is applied out at the end of the respective suspension piece and that there is no 
bending from the attachment hardware. As well, the car is assumed to weight roughly 15 lb. 
With this in mind, the upper control arm with a 40 lb force on it had a stress of 3070psi if 3/8” 
6061-T6 aluminum plate was used. Yield strength for 6061-T6 aluminum is 19,000 psi so given 
these numbers the factor of safety is 6.2. To reduce that factor of safety and in a large scale 
operation reduce costs 1/4” aluminum plate was then analyzed and a stress of 4600psi was 
computed. This then gives a lower factor of safety of 4.1. This will be plenty because all loads on 
the suspension if hit at a single wheel will be distributed between both the upper and lower arm. 
As well a high factor of safety allows for the car to be abused more and drive away from more 
accidents without breaking. The draw backs to this high of a safety factor are extra sprung mass 
as well as extra mass for the car to accelerate and slow down. For the calculations see figure A7. 
 
Figure AA (Upper Control Arm FEA) 
 
 The lower control arm was analyzed by examining the individual elements of the arm, the 
horizontal beams and then the vertical columns. All assumptions from the previous paragraph 
apply here as well. Again 3/8” 6061-T6 was chosen for the A-arm. The beams on the arm were 
combined and a stress of 3630psi was found giving a factor of safety of 5.3. Next the two column 
portions are analyzed and the critical load of the two columns is 92 lb which gives a safety factor 
of 2.3. Assuming that these two sections are then recombined there is more than enough strength 
in this part to withstand the given 40lb load or a larger load if needed. Calculations can be found 
in figure A8 and figure AB shows a test of the lower control arm 
 
 
Figure AB (Lower A-arm Test) 
 
 
 
Analysis of Steering 
 
The angle for the steering arms was calculated to be 65.8 degrees. The length of each arm 
will be determined when the front suspension is built so that all the parts work together. The 
steering knuckle design from the 2013 and 2014 car will be re-used since it has worked in 
previous years. The only modification to the front steering is that the knuckle is being remade 
and the front hub geometry is being changed but this affects the suspension and not the steering. 
It is assumed that the car is 11” from axle center to center on the axles and the end sections of the 
car measure 2” wide. See Figure A4 in Appendix A for Ackermann geometry calculation.  
 
The same steering geometry from the 2013 and 2014 car was reused so that the previous 
years’ steering parts could be reused. The calculated turning radius is 49 inches from inside 
wheel to inside wheel by working through the all the steering pieces and finding the steer angle. 
Calculations are attached in Appendix A, Figure A9. 
 
  
Fitment 
 
 To make sure all parts fit together as easily as possible come final assembly, accurate 
models of the chassis, steering and suspension were produced. See figure AC. This model proved 
to be highly accommodating in finding trouble areas for fitment as well as areas necessitating 
possible improvement. 
 
 
 
Figure AC (Complete Car Model) 
 
Performance Predictions 
 
The U turn is predicted to be 49.5 inches from inside wheel to inside wheel which is 
larger than the desired diameter by 7 inches which is no longer within the design constraints. The 
reason for this being acceptable is because the car is believed to actually turn tighter than 
calculated due a servo with a longer throw than initially anticipated. The car will be able to easily 
travel up a wet plywood slope with power available due to an overly powerful motor. Using the 
chosen tires, the car will be able to easily traverse the wide side of a 2x4 as well as the stance on 
the suspension keeping the ground clearance on the car high. Lastly the car with the extra care 
taken to make sure steering parts are securely fastened will be able to travel up to 20mph without 
wandering more than 6” left or right along a 25 foot long test span. 
 
Failure 
 
 This car was designed so that the weakest link is the fasteners holding the suspension 
components together. The safety factor for each bolt is 2.7 and there are two bolts holding each 
suspension sub assembly to the car. This brings the total safety factor to 5.4 for the bolts 
combined. The combined safety factor for the arms is 11.7 which is more than double that of the 
bolts. Therefore, the bolts that mount the suspension to the car will shear before the arms will 
bend or break. Also on the shock, the lower shock bolt will shear when dropped before the upper 
bolt due to its smaller size.  
METHODS & CONSTRUCTION 
 
 The devices non-flat parts will be manufactured in the Central Washington University 
machine shop on the CNC mill or by hand on the manual mill. All of the suspension and steering 
parts that are being designed to be made of aluminum for strength and durability 3d printed parts 
will be tested in non-critical areas because of their ease of manufacture. As many parts as 
possible will be designed to be identical for ease of manufacturing and so fewer spare parts will 
have to be kept on hand. The flat parts like the A-arms and control arms will be sent out to a 
business with a water jet for ease of production and then brought back in house to be drilled and 
tapped where necessary. [7] 
  
 The car will be held together with various small machine fasteners either sourced from 
spares in the machine shop or Fastenal. Again, as many fasteners as possible will be the same so 
that less special parts will have to be kept on hand as spares. Currently #6 Machine screws are 
being considered for most of the fasteners on the car for ease of purchase and so as many parts as 
possible are common. [6] 
 
 A preliminary layout sketch is attached in the Appendix as figure B2. 
 
TESTING METHOD 
 
Introduction 
 
Testing will be done mostly on campus since there are a large variety of surface 
conditions within minutes of walking from Hogue Hall. Static testing will be done in the 
interdisciplinary area in Hogue because of its large flat open area or outside, weather permitting. 
A large portion of testing will also be done at the ASME competition where many surfaces are 
present.  The evaluation sheet is attached in Appendix G as well as the Gantt chart to reference 
for the schedule of testing. 
 
Requirements 
 
1. Perform a U turn from a stop in under 42” 
2. Be able to travel up wet plywood at a 25 degree slope without stopping, over the wide 
side of a 2x4 without becoming stuck, and drive on a 35 degree tilted piece of 
plywood.  
3. Be capable of  traveling at least 10 mph in a straight line without veering 
unpredictably or wandering more than 6” left or right over a 25 foot straightaway 
4. Able to be dropped from 2 feet onto flat ground with wheels facing down without 
breaking any parts and still able to drive away 
 
Method and Approach 
 
The resources required to do the testing for this project were minimal and much of it the 
testing was done at competition where the jumps and obstacles were setup already for use. The 
other resources that were used include masking tape, tape measure, plywood, cell phone, and 
various outdoor surfaces. All of these resources were available and on hand which made testing 
very easy and quick. Competition though did cost $40 dollars to enter, this does not include and 
unknown amount spent on traveling to competition and back in Professor Beardsley’s VW Golf. 
 
Precision on these tests was quite rough mostly because this car is a low precision vehicle 
that has a large factor of safety so the difference between dropping the car from 24” or 24.5” is 
so minimal spending extra time trying to dial in the exact drop height is just a waste of time and 
resources for this car. Other tests were the same way where precision was not extremely 
important. The ability that the car could even remotely do each test was what was most 
important. 
 
One limitation that is noticed with the setup and testing that was done here is the fact that 
the GPS app on a phone is not the quickest to register how fast the phone, which is strapped to 
the car, is going. It also in a small place like a parking lot is not the most accurate piece of 
equipment but gives a good rough idea of how fast the car is capable of going. 
 
Test Procedures 
 
 To test the turning radius, car will be placed on the ground with a piece of tape on the 
ground parallel to the outside of the driver side wheels. A second piece of tape will be placed 50” 
directly to the left of the car. To pass the test the car must go full lock left, speed up, and make 
the turn without going outside the tape. The car can do this at any speed. 
 
 The car will then be tested to see how far it wanders from side to side over a 25 foot 
straight stretch. The car should not deviate from the straight path more than 6” to either side nor 
veer unpredictably. This must all be done at least 10 mph. 
 
 To test the drop scenario from 2 feet the car will be lifted up 2 feet with its bottom 
parallel to the ground and then dropped. To successfully pass the car must not break any parts 
and no parts shall fall from the vehicle or become dislodged. They vehicle once dropped must 
then be able to drive away from test and function properly. The reason for this test is the largest 
drop allowable at an ASME competition is 2 feet. 
  
 To test the cars ability to travel on various surfaces it must be able to traverse on grass, 
sand, bark, concrete, and lastly up a wet plywood board at a minimum angle of 15 degrees. The 
car will also need to travel over the short side of a 2x4, this will be done outside on concrete 
where the board can be secured down so that the board does not slide all over as the car goes 
over it. 
 
BUDGET 
 
 The budget for this car after materials and components is to be under $400. Labor will 
not be taken account for in the overall cost for the reason that this is not a production 
environment so machining times are not accurate, the design is not optimized for mass 
production currently, and since there will be lots of on/off starting of machining tasks the overall 
hours will be skewed from this constant setup and tear down time. 
 
 Parts suppliers include online hobby warehouses like Tower Hobbies and Atomik Hobby. 
Many of these parts will be sourced from Amazon once found on earlier mentioned sites since 
Amazon is usually the cheapest place to buy from, as well Amazon prime gives free two day 
shipping. Some parts may also be sourced from eBay since many quality RC car parts are 
manufactured overseas and these parts can be sourced easily and cheaply from eBay. 
 
 Raw materials will be either purchased from local metal suppliers or scraps will be used 
from the machine shop. Raw materials will be coordinated through Matt Burvee. 
 
A preliminary parts list is located in Appendix E. 
 
SCHEDULE 
 
 The schedule for this project is at an accelerated rate due to the competition this car will 
compete in is mid-March. The motor and speed control will be tested and verified in another RC 
car no later than mid-December so that they are broken in and ready for the final car. Material 
will need to be here no later than mid-January so that machining can begin. All machining must 
be done by the end of February and no later so the car can be assembled and tested but still have 
time to do final tweaking as needed. Currently, the project is estimated to be completed in 111 
hours which is highly optimistic but outsourcing much of the material cutting to get water jet will 
save many hours of labor. 
  
A schedule is attached in Appendix F in the form of a high and low level Gantt chart. 
 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
 
 Some large risks of this project are not being able to get parts built in time but this risk 
will be controlled by spending as much time as possible in the CWU machine shop early in the 
mornings taking advantage of machine availability. Also to mitigate another risk, a complete car 
will be assembled in Solidworks before going out to the shop floor for production so that it is 
known if the whole car will work together or not. Also if needed, if man power is running short 
underclassmen volunteers will be utilized to help machine parts. 
 
DISCUSSION OF DESIGN 
 
 The design of this cars suspension and steering has for the most part stayed the same with 
small tweaks here and there for material availability and size. The biggest change that happened 
along the line was the change of the suspension from an initial design concept of twin A-arm to a 
single A-arm and an upper control arm due to size constraints. Other than that, the rest of this 
cars suspension and steering has stayed relatively the same over the design process. 
 
 The suspension parts on the car have a large factor of safety of 2.7 for because the course 
that the car will race on is unknown until the day of the event and any with a large factor of 
safety not a lot of weight is added to the total car but a large margin for error is. As well, the 
motor that was chosen in more powerful than initially thought so the car has a lot higher chance 
of hitting things and when it does hit things the potential for a larger hit which could be 
catastrophic if a lower factory of safety was chosen. 
 
 FEA was utilized largely because many of the parts were complex enough that it made 
analyses on paper quite difficult and very time consuming. As well FEA showed small areas that 
may of become an issue at a later date but were able to be worked out with FEA. 
 
 
CONCLUSION TO DESIGN 
 
To conclude, this device will be successful because it builds off of previous years 
strengths and is designed to eliminate the weaknesses of previous cars. The shocks will be 
mounted inboard so that they will not be able to be hit if the car rolls over as well as the shock 
bolts will are designed to take the loading without breaking. Also with this level of planning this 
car will be able to successfully compete at competition baring no unforeseen catastrophic 
failures. Lastly all the parts on the cars suspension and steering are designed to handle much 
more than their breaking load which will become an asset if the car is crashed.  
 
Therefore, this car will compete and do well in competition with a competent driver 
behind the radio. As a team we hope to place in the top 25% of competitors. 
 
FINAL RESULTS 
 
 The final results of this car were much better than initially expected. The parts and 
systems this report covers were extremely successful even with the flawed parts and design 
changes that were made on the fly. Competing at the ASME competition and placing first was a 
big thrill quite unexpected with how little testing was done on the car prior to going racing.  
 
With this though, a number of flaws in the design were noticed during testing and should 
be reworked in future versions of this car. These include issues like how it was difficult to get 
over a 2x4 and how the drivetrain didn’t fit very well. The first can be fixed by a simply moving 
the front suspension pickup points for the shocks or by tilting the whole shock towers towards 
the back of the car. To make the drivetrain fit better more modeling work will have to be done to 
check clearances better. Also, one of the bugs that was never able to be completely worked out 
was the really sensitive trigger for starting the car moving going forwards. In reverse the car was 
extremely mellow starting out. Lastly, in a second iteration of this car I would make sure that the 
drivetrain is fully enclosed so that debris does not become lodge in it like it easily does now. 
 
Therefore, with these modifications a second car could be made that would be even more 
successful than the car built here. There are also many other paths that this car could take and it 
will be interesting to watch this car progress next year. 
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APPENDIX A – Analyses 
 
Figure A1 (Suspension Options) 
Figure A2 (Analysis w/o #’s)
 
Figure A3 (Steering Geometry) 
 
Figure A4 (Steering Geometry #’s) 
 
 
Figure A5 (Steering Knuckle Clearance) 
 
Figure A6 (Machine Screw Strength) 
  
 
Figure A7 (Control Arm Analysis) 
  
 
Figure A8 (A-arm Analysis)  
 
 
Figure A9 (Turning Radius Analysis) 
  
 APPENDIX B – Sketches 
 
Figure B1 (Ackermann Geometry)  
 
Figure B2 (Preliminary Layout)  
APPENDIX C – Part Drawings 
 
Figure C1 (Drawing Tree)
 
Figure C2 (Lower A-arm) 
 
 
Figure C3 (Upper Control Arm) 
 
 
Figure C4 (Rear Knuckle) 
  
  
Figure C5 (Front Knuckle) 
  
 
Figure C6 (Steering Arm) 
  
Figure C7 (Front/Rear Subframe) 
 
  
Figure C8 (Shock Tower) 
 
  
Figure C9 (Chassis Pan) 
 
Figure C10 (Upper Suspension Mount) 
 
Figure C11 (Steering Center Link) 
 
Figure C12 (Servo Mounts)
APPENDIX D – Sub-Assembly and 
Assembly Drawings 
 
Figure D1 (Rear Suspension Drawing) 
 
Figure D2 (Front Suspension Drawing) 
 
Figure D3 (Complete Suspension and Steering Assembly) 
  
APPENDIX E – Parts List and Costs 
 
 
Parts List    10.xxx  Electrical 
Part  Vend. P/N  Description  Vendor  Qty   20.xxx  Suspension 
10.001  Motor  130411??  6.5T Brushless Motor  Amazon  1   30.xxx  Steering 
10.002  Speed Control  Hobbypower 120 ESC  Amazon  1   40.xxx  Chassis 
10.003  Servo  Steering Servo  Reuse  1   80.xxx  Fasteners & Misc. Parts 
20.001  Control Arm  Upper Control Arm  MAKE  4      
20.002  A‐arm  Lower A‐arm  MAKE  4      
20.003  Shocks  Shocks  Reuse  4      
20.004  Front Knuckle  Front Suspension Knuckle  MAKE  2      
20.005  Rear Knuckle  Rear Suspension Knuckle  MAKE  2      
30.001  Steering Links  Steering Links  Reuse  5      
30.002  Front Hub  Front Steering Hub  MAKE  2      
30.003  Steering Arms  Intermediate Steering Arms  Reuse  2      
30.004  Servo Mount  Servo Mount  MAKE  2      
30.005  Center Link    Center Steering Link  MAKE  1      
40.001  Chassis   Chassis Pan  MAKE  1      
40.002  Subframe  Front or Rear Subframe  MAKE  2      
40.003  Shock Tower  Shock Tower  MAKE  2      
40.004  Top Susp. Mount  Upper Suspension Mount  MAKE  2      
80.001  Fasteners  Fasteners  Fastenal  1      
80.002  Spindle  Front Wheel Spindle  Reuse  2      
APPENDIX F – Schedule 
 
 
 
SCHEDULE FOR SENIOR PROJECT (HIGH LEVEL) 
PROJECT TITLE: Suspension & Steering  
ENG. TECH.: Nathan Wilhelm 
 
TASK: Description Duration Sept. Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June 
   ID    (hours)                         
                                      
1 Proposal 20                        
1a Outline 2                        
1b Intro 2                        
1c Methods 2                        
1d Analysis 8                        
1e Discussion 2                        
1f Parts and Budget 4                        
1g Drawings 20                        
1h Schedule 2                        
1i Summary & Appx 4                        
2 Manuf Plan 50                         
3 Device Constructed 100                        
4 Test Plan 15                        
5 Device Evaluated 20                       
6 Project Report 20                        
                                      
  Total Hours Est: 271                        
PROJECT TITLE: Suspension and Steering                 
Engingeering Technician: Nathan Wilhelm                 
    Duration                
TASK:  Description  Est.  Actual  October  November December  January February March April
   ID    (hrs)  (hrs)               
                     
1  Proposal**                  
1a  Outline  2.0 2.0 1‐Oct            
1b  Intro  2.0 2.0 1‐Oct            
1c  Methods  2.0 2.0 5‐Oct            
1d  Analysis  8.0 8.0   1‐Nov          
1e  Discussion  2.0 2.0   1‐Nov          
1f  Parts and Budget  1.0 2.0   15‐Nov          
1g  Drawings  10.0 10.0   15‐Nov          
1h  Schedule  2.0 2.0   20‐Nov          
1i  Summary & Appx  4.0 5.0   28‐Nov          
  subtotal:  33.0 35.0              
                     
2  Analyses                  
2a  Ackermann Geo  0.5 1.0 10‐Oct            
2b  Stress Fasteners  0.5 1.0 15‐Oct            
2c  Stress Control Arms  1.0 2.0   1‐Nov          
  subtotal:  2.0 4.0              
                     
3  Documentation                  
3a  A Arm Drawing  1.0 2.5 25‐Oct            
3b  Upper C arm Drawing  1.0 2.5 30‐Oct            
3c  Rear Knuckle  1.0 1.0 25‐Oct            
3d  Rear Subassembly  1.0 2.0   1‐Nov          
3e  Front  Knuckle  1.0 2.5   10‐Nov          
3f  Front Subassembly  1.0 1.0   15‐Nov          
3g  Front Steering Arm  1.0 2.0   15‐Nov          
3j  Device drawing  1.0 2.5     30‐Dec         
3k  Kinematic Check  1.0 0.5     30‐Dec         
3l  ANSIY14.5 Compl  1.0 1.5       11‐Jan      
3m  Make Object Files  1.0 2.0       15‐Jan      
  subtotal:  11.0 20.0              
                     
4  Proposal Mods                  
4a  Project Schedule  2.0 2.0   23‐Nov          
4b  Project Part Inv.  1.0 1.0     10‐Dec         
4c  Crit Des Review* 2.0 0.5     10‐Dec         
  subtotal:  5.0 3.5              
                     
7  Part Construction                  
7a  Buy ESC & Motor  1.0 1.5   1‐Nov          
7aa  Test Motor and ESC  1.0 2.0              
7b  Water Jet Cut Parts  4.0 4.0         13‐Feb    
7c  Make Front Knuckle  8.0 2.0         13‐Feb    
7d  Print Rear Knuckle  4.0 2.0         13‐Feb    
7e  Make Steering Arm  8.0 1.0         17‐Feb    
7f  Take Part Pictures  1.0 0.5         28‐Feb    
7g  Update Website  1.0 2.0         28‐Feb    
7i  Manufacture Plan*  2.0 1.0         28‐Feb    
  subtotal:  30.0 16.0              
                     
9  Device Construct                  
9a  Assemble Front  2.0 9.0         28‐Feb    
9b  Assemble Rear  2.0 11.0         28‐Feb    
9d  Assemble Device  2.0 17.5         5‐Mar    
9e  Take Dev Pictures  1.0 0.4         5‐Mar    
9f  Update Website  1.0 2.0         5‐Mar    
  subtotal:  8.0 39.9              
                     
10  Device Evaluation                  
10a  List Parameters 1.0 0.5           1‐Mar  
10b  Design Test&Scope 1.0 0.5           1‐Mar  
10c  Obtain resources 1.0 0.5           2‐Mar  
10d  Make test sheets 1.0 0.5           1‐Mar  
10e  Plan analyses 1.0 0.5           3‐Mar  
10f  Instrument Device 1.0 0.5           5‐Mar  
10g  Test Plan*  1.0 0.5           3‐Mar  
10h  Perform Evaluation 1.0 8.0           15‐Mar 11‐Apr
10i  Take Testing Pics 1.0 0.5           15‐Mar 11‐Apr
10h  Update Website  1.0 7.0           15‐Mar 11‐Apr
  subtotal:  10.0 19.0              
                     
11  495 Deliverables                  
11c  Write Report  1.0 2.0             5‐Apr
11f  Make CD Deliv. List  1.0               16‐Apr
11e  Write 495 CD parts  1.0 0.5             16‐Apr
11f  Update Website  1.0 2.0             17‐Apr
11g  Project CD*  1.0 0.5             20‐Apr
  subtotal:  5.0 5.0              
                     
  Total Hours  104.0 142.4              
APPENDIX G – Evaluation Sheet 
 
 
Date:_____________  Tester:______Nathan Wilhelm_____ 
 
Turning Radius:____Under the req’d 50” left, right was close to over_  P/F:_____P______ 
Drop Test from 2 Feet:  P/F:_____P______ 
  Broken Parts?__________________No___________________ 
Max Deviation Over 25 Feet:_______No more than 6” L to R_______  P/F:____P______ 
Off‐road Test:_____Went over all off road surfaces around Hogue__  P/F:____P______ 
  Comments:________Gravel can get caught in gearbox_ 
Wet Plywood Test:___High starting torque made this test hard to do____ P/F:____P______ 
2x4 Test:_____Travel over the short side of a 2x4________________  P/F:____P______ 
  Comments:_____Car barely not high enough, hard to cross 2x4___ 
  
 APPENDIX H – Testing Report 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Testing will be done mostly on campus since there are a large variety of surface 
conditions within minutes of walking from Hogue Hall. Static testing will be done in the 
interdisciplinary area in Hogue because of its large flat open area or outside, weather permitting. 
A large portion of testing will also be done at the ASME competition where many surfaces are 
present.  The evaluation sheet is attached in Appendix G as well as the Gantt chart to reference 
for the schedule of testing. 
 
Requirements 
 
1. Perform a U turn from a stop in under 42” 
2. Be able to travel up wet plywood at a 25 degree slope without stopping, over the wide 
side of a 2x4 without becoming stuck, and drive on a 35 degree tilted piece of 
plywood.  
3. Be capable of  traveling at least 10 mph in a straight line without veering 
unpredictably or wandering more than 6” left or right over a 25 foot straightaway 
4. Able to be dropped from 2 feet onto flat ground with wheels facing down without 
breaking any parts and still able to drive away 
 
Method and Approach 
 
The resources required to do the testing for this project were minimal and much of it the 
testing was done at competition where the jumps and obstacles were setup already for use. The 
other resources that were used include masking tape, tape measure, plywood, cell phone, and 
various outdoor surfaces. All of these resources were available and on hand which made testing 
very easy and quick. Competition though did cost $40 dollars to enter, this does not include and 
unknown amount spent on traveling to competition and back in Professor Beardsley’s VW Golf. 
 
Precision on these tests was quite rough mostly because this car is a low precision vehicle 
that has a large factor of safety so the difference between dropping the car from 24” or 24.5” is 
so minimal spending extra time trying to dial in the exact drop height is just a waste of time and 
resources for this car. Other tests were the same way where precision was not extremely 
important. The ability that the car could even remotely do each test was what was most 
important. 
 
One limitation that is noticed with the setup and testing that was done here is the fact that 
the GPS app on a phone is not the quickest to register how fast the phone, which is strapped to 
the car, is going. It also in a small place like a parking lot is not the most accurate piece of 
equipment but gives a good rough idea of how fast the car is capable of going. 
 
Test Procedures 
 
 To test the turning radius, car will be placed on the ground with a piece of tape on the 
ground parallel to the outside of the driver side wheels. A second piece of tape will be placed 50” 
directly to the left of the car. To pass the test the car must go full lock left, speed up, and make 
the turn without going outside the tape. The car can do this at any speed. 
 
 The car will then be tested to see how far it wanders from side to side over a 25 foot 
straight stretch. The car should not deviate from the straight path more than 6” to either side nor 
veer unpredictably. This must all be done at least 10 mph. 
 
 To test the drop scenario from 2 feet the car will be lifted up 2 feet with its bottom 
parallel to the ground and then dropped. To successfully pass the car must not break any parts 
and no parts shall fall from the vehicle or become dislodged. They vehicle once dropped must 
then be able to drive away from test and function properly. The reason for this test is the largest 
drop allowable at an ASME competition is 2 feet. 
  
 To test the cars ability to travel on various surfaces it must be able to traverse on grass, 
sand, bark, concrete, and lastly up a wet plywood board at a minimum angle of 15 degrees. The 
car will also need to travel over the short side of a 2x4, this will be done outside on concrete 
where the board can be secured down so that the board does not slide all over as the car goes 
over it. 
 
Results 
 
 Overall the car was very successful despite issues with parts being off size and smaller 
than desired. The car did everything required of it and more by winning at the ASME conference 
at the University of Idaho. Things to address for future cars are weight balance due to the very 
tale heavy nature of this car, suspension geometry especially the front so it is easier to get over 
obstacles like a 2x4, and lastly a better way of attaching the gear-train to the car so that it is more 
enclosed so pieces of debris do not come lodged in the gear-train. Listed below is a table with 
results of the testing, as well in Appendix G the test sheet has results and comments. 
 
 
Test Pass or Fail 
Turning Radius <50” Pass 
24” Drop Test Pass 
Max Deviation over 25’ not >6” Left or Right Pass 
Off-Road Terrain Test Pass 
Wet Plywood Test @ 30 Degrees Pass 
Travel over short side of 2x4 Pass 
 
 
Final Results 
 
 The final results of this car were much better than initially expected. The parts and 
systems of the car this report covers were extremely successful even with the flawed parts used 
and design changes that were made on the fly. Competing at the ASME competition and placing 
first was a big thrill quite unexpected with how little testing was done on the car prior to going 
racing but very rewarding.  
 
With this though, a number of flaws in the design were noticed during testing and should 
be reworked in future versions of this car. These include issues like being difficult to get over a 
2x4 also how the drivetrain didn’t fit into the chassis very well. The first can be fixed by moving 
the front suspension pickup points for the shocks or by tilting the whole shock towers towards 
the back of the car. To make the drivetrain fit better more modeling work will have to be done to 
check clearances better as well as more design work of the drivetrain to make it more compact. 
As well, one of the bugs that never was completely worked out was the really sensitive trigger 
for starting the car moving going forwards. In reverse the car was extremely mellow starting out. 
Lastly, in a second iteration of this car I would make sure that the drivetrain is fully enclosed so 
that debris does not become lodge in it like it easily does now. 
 
Therefore, with these modifications a second car could be made that would be even more 
successful than the car built here. There are also many other paths that this car could take in 
future iterations. Therefore, it will be extremely interesting to watch this car progress next year 
and other years in the future. 
 
 
 
APPENDIX H – Expertise and Resources 
 
Business to water jet: Sourced via John 
Statics and Mechanics of Materials (By: Hibbler) 
Tamiya TT-01 On Road RC car as a test bed for electronics 
Amazon for parts lookup and ordering 
Online Metals for materials lookup 
Matt Burvee for material acquisition and manufacturing advice 
 
 
APPENDIX I – Resume 
 
**Attached** 
 
Nathaniel	T.	Wilhelm	
605	E	Remington	Dr	
Ellensburg,	WA	98926	
(206)	450‐5265	
wilhelmn@cwu.edu	
Objective	 Obtain an internship or job to apply the knowledge and skills from engineering school to 
and gain experience in the field. 
Education	 Liberty Senior High School, Renton, WA (3.5 GPA)  
Oregon State University (2.98 GPA)  Sept. 2011‐June2013 
‐Two Years of Pre‐Engineering 
Central Washington University (3.7 GPA)  Sept. 2013‐Present 
‐Senior in Mechanical Engineering Technology 
‐Anticipated Graduation: December 2015 
Experience	 Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center   June 2014‐Sept. 2014 
  Facilities Engineering Intern 
  ‐Assisted in managing 7 large laboratory and medical buildings 
	 CWU University Housing and New Student Programs    Sept. 2013‐June 2014 
Warehouse Aid 
‐Manage 17 Residence Halls and 4 Apartment Complexes Trash and Recycle 
Gary Estes Mobile Repairs  June 2012‐Sept. 2012 & June 2013‐Sept. 2013 
Apprentice Mechanic  
‐Repair, retrofit, and maintain trailer running gear, brakes, and electrical 
‐Manage parts inventory  
OSU Surplus and Recycling   March 2012‐June 2013 
Equipment Operator and Warehouse Aide 
‐Manage surplus items in large computer database and warehouse 
‐Prepare for and assist with weekly surplus sale with 200+ person attendance 
Staples of Issaquah  June 2011‐Sept. 2011 
Certified On‐Site Easy Tech 
‐Repair customer’s computers in a timely manner 
‐Maintain electronics floor inventory 
Eagle Scout  December 2011 
‐100’s of hours of community service in collaboration with other scouts 
Skills/Abilities	 	
ENGR248: Solidworks  Winter Qtr 2012 
IET160: AutoCad  Fall Qtr 2013 
COM111: Public Speaking  Winter 2012 
‐Learned exceptional communication skills 
MET255: Intro to Machining  Spring 2014 
‐Introductory Lathe and Mill use 
Interests	 Rebuilding classic cars, trucks, tractors, and motorcycles then driving/riding them 
Photography and photo manipulation with Photoshop 
Consumer Electronics including computer hardware, and gadgets 
